CMANA’s Honorary Partrons

(the list is alphabetical by last name)

Dr. P. N. Aruna
Mr. Robert Browning
Vidwan Guruvayur Dorai
Ms. Simanthini Kauta
Dr. P. Rajagopalan - Founder
Dr. V. Ramaswami
Prof. Dr. David Reck
Dr. Uma Roy
Mr. Sury Subban
Mr. G. S. Subbiah
Ms. Chayamma Visweswariah

CMANA regrets that the following Honorary Patrons have left us. May they rest in
peace and continue to guide us musically. (the list is alphabetical by last name)

Mr. T.N. Bala
Mr. R. Krishnaswami
Mr. Narayanakutty Menon
Ms. Balambal Natarajan
Prof. Dr. Harold Powers
Vidwan Ramnad Raghavan
Ms. Padma Srinivasan
Mr. R. Surianarayanan
Sangeetha Kalanidhi Prof. T. Viswanathan
“Being elected as an Honorary Parton of CMANA is a major award of CMANA.
To be elected an Honorary Parton, a person should have made exemplary
contributions towards causes relevant to CMANA’s objectives, and/or served
CMANA in an exemplary manner.
Honorary Partons shall enjoy all powers and privileges vested in a Life Member and
shall be listed separately as Honorary Partons in the membership list of the Association”
- Excerpts from the CMANA Constitution.
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SOM SOWMYAN

For Forty Years, Carnatic Music Association of North America,
Inc. (CMANA as it is popularly known) has functioned in a
spirit of propagating, preserving and nurturing Carnatic
Music. It has among things pioneered the effort to take
Carnatic Music into every state of the United States and
Canada by organizing tours of artists for performances and
aligning groups of people who have over a period of time
gained expertise to be able to handle the art of running
independent units to be able to organize concerts in a
professional environment.

CMANA is a premier organization serving Carnatic Music. To be able to remain one it is
our collective responsibility to salute the great and thereby inspire future generations to
excel and achieve greatness.
Carnatic Music has given us much. It has given us entertainment, enjoyment, solace
and peace. This art form has been painstakingly nurtured, and diligently handed down
through the generations by stalwarts, so that we may in a different era and different
location derive the fruits of this divine art. Surely that merits salutation. And so, CMANA
honors the stalwarts and in doing so, honors itself.

Visit www.cmana.org for details and regular updates
For further information, please contact CMANA
908.521.0500 or 800.362.6137
events@cmana.org
Join us on Facebook
(CMANA) and follow us on Twitter

(@CMANA_NJ)

A. Kanyakumari has been a very distinguished accompanist and a soloist in an art that
is slightly unfair to instrumental music. She has grown up to a fully mature tree and has
been constantly giving the fruits of her labor through the many varied students who
have grown to become full-fledged violinists in mainstream performance. Her list of
leading disciples who are well known is ever growing and this book partially pays
testimony of that. She has experimented with every form of presentation, and has
been an innovator, teacher and performer. She truly embodies what a musician should
stand for. CMANAs first tour with Smt M L Vasantha Kumari had her as the violin accompanist and she has since toured with CMANA five times and has been an integral part
of our 25th, 35th and now our 40th anniversary. In celebrating CMANA’s 40 years, we are
also celebrating her 40 years in the USA.
I wish to thank the many dignitaries including Mr. Robert Browning, Hon’ble Upendra
Chivukula, Mr. Hari Eppanapally and our own Honorary Patrons and Past Presidents of
CMANA who have graced this occasion to honor A Kanyakumari with the title of
SANGEETHASAAGARA.
Som Sowmyan
President, CMANA
September 25, 2016
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I thank the Trustees and the members of CMANA for having
decided to honor the violinist par excellence and Sangita
Kalanidhi designate, Padmashri Kanyakumari, with the
prestigious title of SangeethaSaagara during its 40th anniversary celebrations. Very few among the Carnatic musicians of
the present time qualify for this accolade more than this
genius with her incredible bowing technique, mesmerizing
melody and incredible manodharma and, therefore,
deserving of our hearty congratulations!

dedicate every moment of her life to her only love that is Carnatic Music. It is no
wonder then that the hallowed Music Academy has decided to confer the covetous
Title of Sangita Kalanidhi upon her for the year 2016.
In closing, I would like all of Kanyakumari’s fans around the world to join me in my
prayer that she be blessed with many, many more years of good health to continue
her contributions to Carnatic music.
Dr. P. Rajagopalan
Founder President - CMANA

DR. P. RAJAGOPALAN

Chennai

Almost exactly forty years ago when a number of my friends and I launched CMANA,
the first thing we agreed upon unanimously was to invite the incomparable Dr. M.L.
Vasanthakumari for a concert tour of the States and Canada as a joint venture with
The Bharathi Society of Montreal. We were delighted that she readily accepted our
invitation but were a little puzzled and worried when she informed us that she was
bringing a nineteen year-old girl by name Kanyakumari along as her violin accompanist. When I expressed my concern to MLV saying that most us in the States have not
heard of Kanyakumari and wondered whether she would be good enough, MLV
laughed and remarked, “Mama, wait and see. Kanya is to be heard to be believed!”
MLV’s first concert in the Western Hemisphere was in Montreal and the feedback I had
from the organizers over on Kanya’s prowess as violinist was stunning. The next
concert of MLV’s was in New York City and we were waiting with bated breath to hear
Kanya play the violin even more than MLV sing! MLV was, of course, at her best and
Kanya matched her divine music phrase for phrase with a virtuosity which was unbelievable. Her rendering of Sankarabharanam after an outstanding elaboration of it by
MLV, was magnificent and is still ringing in my ears! At home after the concert, I talked
at length to MLV about her reason for taking Kanya under her wing as her protégé.
MLV expressed a deep concern over the prevailing culture of reluctance by some
male violinists towards accompanying female main artistes. It was then MLV said that
she decided to groom a female violinist to bring her on a par with other leading
violinists at that time. We all know by now how well MLV succeeded in her quest within
a few years!
Kanyakumari’s brilliance on the violin apart, her contributions to and accomplishments
in Carnatic music are without parallel. She has trained a number of gifted young
violinists, three among whom, Embar Kannan and Sanjeev, are already famous; she
has created new and lilting ragas appropriate for the violin; 16 years ago, she organized and conducted a concert comprising a hundred violinists to mark the new
millennium (I was present at that amazing concert); Along with Embar Kannan and
Sanjeev she has presented violin concerts in three octaves simultaneously called
thristhayi (manthara, madhyama and Tara) kutcheris with impeccable unison. Above
all, Kanya is a very shy, caring and humble person who has chosen to remain single to
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Synopsis
CMANA, Carnatic Music Association of North America, established in 1976, is a
Tax-Exempt, Non-profit Organization (TAX ID 11-2654179) registered in New York and
New Jersey. CMANA’s mission and charter is to serve as a cultural-bridge that
promotes and propagates the learning, understanding, performing, and appreciation
of the Carnatic style of Indian Classical Music and related fine arts in North America.
CMANA has a wide reach to, and participation from, a multi-cultural and generational cross-section of music lovers from the Indian and American diaspora. The Honor Roll
of CMANA Patrons includes eminent musicians, scholars, ethnomusicologists, faculties,
and connoisseurs such as Sri. T. N. Bala, Mr. Robert Browning of World Music Institute
(WMI), Vidwan Guruvayoor Durai, Dr. Harold Powers of Princeton University, Dr. David
Reck of Amherst University, Vidwan Ramnad Raghavan and Prof T. Viswanathan (both
from Chennai and Wesleyan Universities) to name a few. The Association focuses in
three key strategic areas: concert performance, music education, and youth
development.

Details
CMANA provides a concert performance platform by regularly arranging tours of
both visiting as well as locally residing eminent musicians. These concert tours are
coveted by these critically-acclaimed artistes and cherished by music lovers in the US
and Canada. The list of musicians who have toured under CMANA’s banner serves as
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a Who-is-Who of Carnatic style of music. CMANA also arranges individual concerts of
talented musicians in various genres such as Carnatic Vocal, Carnatic Instrumental,
Hindustani Vocal, Jugalbandhi, Percussion Ensemble, and lecture demonstrations
(Lec-Dems). For US based teachers/musicians who need a vehicle to showcase their
talents, CMANA organizes programs such as Sangeetha Mela (Music Marathon),
Teachers Appreciation Day, and Local Talent Series (LTS).
The Association relentlessly promotes education, learning, and advancement in
Carnatic Music by maintaining a directory of qualified teachers and by organizing
youth competitions such as the Great Composer Day (GCD) with evaluation and
feedback by expert judge panels. Senior winners of the GCD get special recognition
and multiple opportunities to perform in junior concerts. The Association kindles the
budding youth’s creative interest in music theory and writing via publishing a scholarly
periodical called Sangeetham. CMANA also strives for continuous collaboration with
grassroots arts organizations and institutions of higher learning for cross-transfer of
knowledge.
CMANA is unique in promoting youth development – it underwrites their concert
attendance (all Junior Members attend concerts for free), subsidizes concert tickets
for college Students, and facilitates community service via volunteering opportunities
and certificates for youth in organizational and leadership capacities. CMANA
proudly notes that some Junior Members have grown into professional musicians and
dancers, teachers of music and dance, ethnomusicologists, sound engineers, and
so on.
The Association has helped to raise funds for many worthy Carnatic music related
causes and has established Endowment Prizes for promoting young talent at three
prestigious venues - the Chennai Music Academy, Narada Gana Sabha Chennai,
and the Bangalore Percussion Arts Center.

SANGEETHASAAGARA
Oceans of the Earth...
For millenniums, man has wondered with awe at the variety, wealth, and treasures of
the oceans of the wolrd. What we see and know of the ocean is a trifle of what it holds,
and even deep sea explorations reveal but a minuscule. The countless joys of the
ocen’s puzzles, sights, sounds, and other gifts are open to all from the innocent child
nibbling at the sandy beaches to the scientist oceanographer searching even
beneath the deep sea floor. The oceans of the world are an almost endless resource.
They are a living testimony of the wonders of Creation!

Oceans of Music...
The great men and women of the performing arts are akin to the ocean in many ways.
Their wealth of knowledge, repertoire, imagination, and skills is bound-less. Deeper
explorations into their contributions only reveal the greater enormity of their creativity
that awaits further exploration. From the novice and casual listener to the ardent and
expert connoisseur, their work offers immense enrichment and joy to all. They are an
endless resource of inspiration and knowledge and represent Man’s own immense
creative capacities.

Award Criteria

The Sangeethasaagara award is a Lifetime Achievement Award of CMANA and is a
major award of the Association. Awardees are recognized through the presentation
of a plaque and a gold medal in a ceremony fitting the stature of the award.
To be the recipient of the award, a person should satisfy the following criteria:
a. The person should be a performer, composer, or scholar in Carnatic music or a closely
related performing art who is deemed to have made lasting and archival contributions.

CMANA is financially supported primarily by membership dues, donations and matching grants from donors' employers. It also receives, from time to time, grants from
Govt. agencies such as the Queens Council of the Arts, NY, Middlesex / Union /
Bergen County Division of Cultural and Heritage Affairs, NJ.
CMANA is managed by a democratically elected Board comprising of President, Vice
President, Secretary, and Treasurer. These office-bearers serve the Association in these
roles as volunteers and are highly accomplished professionals in their own busy
spheres of life. A Financial Oversight Committee maintains oversight on the finances of
the CMANA. As a matter of transparency, all Financial Statements and budget plans
are presented and available to all members of record.
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b. The person should be deemed by the larger community to be worthy of beign
emulated as a Role Model.
c. The person, in addition to begin talented and accomplished, should have significant
service to the larger community and demonstrated an exemplary level of professionalism.
d. The Person shall have been nominated for the award by following proper procedures
e. If a performing artist, then he/she has performed under the banner of CMANA
at least once.
f. The person receives a favourable vote of at least 2/3 of the entire Board of Trustees
in a secret ballot of all trustees of the Association.

A performing artist who has never performed under the banner of CMANA may be
considered for the award only if the entire set of trustees unanimously waives the
requirement of (e.)
- Excerpts from the Bylaws of CMANA
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CMANA HONOR ROLL

Musicians sponsored for tours of the USA
M.L. Vasanthakumari (*) (1976,984)
Praveen Sultana (1977)
D.K.Pattammal (*) (1977)
T.S. Kalyanaraman (*) (1978)
S.Balachandar (1978, 1982)
Mani Krishnaswamy (*) (1979)
Maharajpuram Santhanam (*) (1981)
Lalgudi G.Jayaraman (1983)
P.S. Narayanaswamy (*) (1984)
(Mandolin) U. Srinivas (*) (1984)
Sikkil Neela & Kunjumani (*) (1985)
D.K Jayaraman (*) (1986)
Kadri Gipalnath (*) (1987, 1995, 2001)
N. Ravikiran (*) (1988, 1997)
T.R. Subramanian (*) (1988)
Bombay Sisters : Saroja, Lalitha (*) (1989)
Seetha Doraiswamy (*) (1989)
T.V. Sankaranarayanan (1990)
Lalgudi GJR Krishnan & Vijayalakshmi (*) (1990)
Rudrapatnam Brothers
Thyagarajan & Taranathan (*) (1991, 2000)
A. Kanyakumari (1991)
T.N. Seshagopalan (1992)
Sudha Ragunathan (*) (1992, 2001)
O.S. Thiagarajan (1993)
K.S. Gopalakrishnan (*) (1993, 1996)
T.N. Krishnan (1994)
Neyveli Santhangopalan (1994)
P. Unnikrishnan (*) (1995)
M.S. Sheela (*) (1996)
Balaji Shankar (*) (1997)
Trichur Ramachandran (1998)
Charumathi Ramachandran (1999)
Sikkil Mala Chandrasekar (*) (1999)
M. Chandrasekar (*) (2001)
Rama Ravi (*) (2002)
T.M. Krishna (2002)
The Chinmaya Sisters :
Uma & Radhika (*) (2003)
Sanjay Subrahmanyan (2006) (2012)
Sangeetha Sivakumar (*) (2006)
Sikkil Gurucharan (2007)
Nisha Rajagopal (2008)
Mala Ramadorai (2012)
Ramakrishnan Murthy (2013)
Ashok Ramani (2013)
Ranjani Gayatri (2016)

Proudly Presents
the Lifetime Achievement Award

SANGEETHASAAGARA
to

Padmashri A. Kanyakumari
In recognition of her long, distinguished and multi-faceted career in Carnatic music as
a top-ranking soloist and accompanying violinist who has featured in multiple concert
tours under the auspices of CMANA, as a teacher and trainer of many instruments to
students around the world, and as a critically-acclaimed creator of many different
innovations to this art form without compromise on classicism and tradition.
The contributions of a musical genius are testimony to Man’s own creative capacities,
just as the ocean’s splendor is testimony to the grandeur of Creation. For this reason,
such a musician is admired and likened to the ocean itself.

Som Sowmyan
President
Rhama Narayanan
Secretary

Rajesh Nathan
Vice President
Dr. Jana Narasimhan
Treasurer

September 25, 2016
Scotch Plains, New Jersey

* Artist’s first tour of the USA
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Tribute to Guru

Avasarala
Kanyakumari

Salutations to

SANGEETHASAAGARAS

Wedded to Violin

Lalgudi Jayaraman
A .Kanyakumari
M. Balamurali Krishna
T.N. Krishnan
Kamala Narayan
D.K. Pattammal
Madurai T.N. Seshagopalan
R.K. Srikantan
Semmangudi Srinivasaier
MS. Subbulakshmi

Journey with my Guru…

PRIYAMVADA PRAKASH

One fine morning, my grandmother was listening to a thodi
alapana played with alacrity and pristine clarity. No, it was
not radio or television. It was a rendition from her neighbor
next door. Without exaggeration, the alapana lasted for
about 7 hours at a stretch! After sometime, a lady, clad in
a colorful saree with long hair and petite structure climbed
down the stairs. My grandmother caught hold of her and
appreciated from the bottom of her heart. A taciturn
personality by nature just said, “Thank you aunty..” My
curious grandmother asked her, “Haven’t you eaten

anything? You’ve been playing hours together non-stop!”. She answered, “No mami.. I
have been trying to learn a pallavi since morning and told myself that I’d eat only if I
got that right. Now its almost 5pm, I think I’ll have my dinner straight!” My grandmother
was astounded at her willpower and grit. That’s none other than Avasarala
Kanyakumari.

“ In honoring you, we honor your incredible achievements and
challenge future generations to enable your fine example.”

CMANA’s BOARD OF TRUSTEES

How it happened…

President: Som Sowmyan
Vice President: Rajesh Nathan
Secretary: Rhama Narayanan
Treasurer: Dr. Jana Narasimhan

My journey with my Guru started in 2008. I was 17 years old with very little knowledge
about music. I was so nervous that without any efforts I could do tremolo effect!
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She asked me to sit down and play any song of my choice. After offering my prayers to
possible deities of all religions, I started playing “Giriraja Sutha…” in Bangala. She didn’t
utter a single word and listened to my playing with rapt attention. After I finished the
song, she said, “mmm.. you’re doing well.. so, call me next week we’ll see how it
goes..” I was overwhelmed with joy and that’s how it happened.

Devotion to Tirumala Venkatachalapathy

Kanya amma is an ardent devotee of
Tirumala Venkatachalapathy and
Goddess Mahalakshmi. I had the
privilege to put thalam, sitting in the
front row or sometimes on the stage
for several concerts. She's extremely
disciplined in her pooja routines.
"Amba Kamakshi" is one of her all time
favorites. A frequent traveler to
Tirumala, she named 7 new ragas
after the "Saptagiris" of Tirumala. She

Classes and rehearsal Sessions with the innovator…
Every class experience was tougher
than real concert. She’d randomly ask
us to play a raga of her choice,
randomly put swaras in convoluted
eduppu. Sometimes we had classes
that ran for more than 4 hours! And
the only Guru Dakshina she expects
from us is hard work, dedication and
sincerity. She insists her students learnt
the song first through vocal music and
then replicate the sahityam and
sangathis on the violin.
We all pompously follow the "Kanya Style", where the sahityam of the song is heard
clearly through the differentiation in bowing. We students are indeed lucky to listen to
her sing! The most intricate sangathis might appear simple in her effortless singing. After
class hours she’d spend sometime talking to all of us. She’d motivate all of us to study
well, have a profession, have a family and also have fun cracking extempore jokes.
We all know that she’s an innovator. Some of her innovations include Thristhayi
Sangamam, Invention of seven ragas named after the Saptagiris of Tirumala, created
raga “Bharat” to celebrate the 50th year of India’s independence, 100 violin ensemble, 100 vadhya lahari, several other symphonies and ensembles, thematic concerts,
("Panchabhootas"- Comparing the 5 elements to the doyens of carnatic music)
creation of ragas such Thrimoorthy, Godavari, Ganga, Seshadri, Garudadhri,
Narayanadri etc. Also tuned several kritis of Annamayya and composed innumerable
pieces and thillanas. Every ensemble requires tremendous efforts from everyone. As a
team leader, she’s a task master. The rehearsals would begin at least 3 months before
the concert date, and the concert will be a grand success.
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often says, "Tirupathy Venkatachalapthy Swamy is my father, Goddess Mahalakshmi is
my mother..."

Guru - Sishya or Mother - child?

To Kanya ma, all her students are her children. She shares a beautiful bond with the
students and their parents too. She cares for her students’ health, well-being, happiness
and achievements. She’s an amazing psychological counselor. She assists her students
at important times of decision making and throws light on several things. That’s why, we
students call her “Kanya amma”. Her profound understanding of people certainly
makes her a class apart!

Kanyakumari - An altruist
Kanya amma, is known for her kind, altruistic
nature. Right after Kargil war in 1999, Kanya
amma along with Kadri Gopalnath (Saxophone
exponent) rallied 100 musicians raise funds for the
victims of the war.
Another instance, was not so long ago. The
recent Chennai floods shook the entire nation.
Nothing can stop nature's fury other than prayer.
Kanya amma along with musicians and her disciples played Bhairavi "Amba Kamakshi"
of Shyama Sastri one hundred times at TTD centre, Chennai. After her devout recital,
the incessant rainfall came to an end.
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Awards, honors and Accolades

“The mediocre teacher tells. The good teacher explains.
The superior teacher demonstrates. The great teacher inspires.”
- William Arthur Ward.

Kanya amma, has a bag of awards to her credit. “Padma Shri” (fourth highest civilian
award, conferred in 2015), “Sangeet Natak Akademi Award” (Govt. of India),
“Kalaimamani” (Awarded by the State govt. of Tamil Nadu), “Ugadi Puraskaram”
(Govt. of Andhra Pradesh), Honorary Citizenship (State of Maryland, USA), Limca Book
of Records (29 hours of non-stop violin recital), “Sangeetha Kalanidhi”(Designate 2016,
The Music Academy, Madras). She is also an A top Artiste of All India Radio.
Many other awards include “Sangeetha Kala Nipuna” (Mylapore Fine Arts Club,
Chennai), “Sangeeta Choodamani” (Sri Krishna Gana Sabha, Chennai), “Nadha
Kalanidhi” (Sree Shanmukhananda Sabha, New Delhi), “Vani Kala Subhakara” (Sri
Thyaga Brahma Gana Sabha, Chennai), etc.
“SangeethaSaagara Award” by CMANA is yet another feather to her hat. May Tirupathy Sri Venkatachalapathy shower his choicest blessings and we students “BOW” to her
vidwat.
“Shruthi Matha, Laya Pitha, Guruve Dheivam”

EMBAR KANNAN

It is my greatest blessing to have been accepted as a
student by one such inspiring Guru. It was in the year 1986,
that I came under the wing of my Guru Padmashri
Kum.Kanyakumari. Prior to that, I was training to play Western
Classical Music on the violin and had learnt the fundamentals of carnatic music in a Paddhati (school of music) different from her’s. Contrary to the norm, she was gracious
enough to let me use the violin playing and fingering techniques learnt earlier, without making me unlearn and restart
from the basics.
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In the initial years of learning from my Guru, she was so busy travelling that she probably would have been called a Non Resident Indian for she was performing outside of
India for at least six- seven months in a year. However, amidst such busy schedules, she
ensured that she allocated time to teach me without my schooling being affected. As
there was no easy means of communication then, she used to record the lessons and
set targets for me in advance making sure I had enough and more to work on while
she travelled abroad.
Generally it takes several years of learning from a teacher, for him to be convinced
about a student’s abilities and let him perform alongside. But my Guru was different.
She was so magnanimous that after a span of five years under her training, she gave
me a prestigious opportunity to provide violin support to her at the NCPA, Mumbai in
the year 1991, also enabling me to share the stage with very senior co –artists.
In the year 1991, after I completed my schooling, it was a big moment for me when my
Guru let me play for Sri Ilaiyaraja’s orchestra. Instead of being conservative, she had a
novel approach towards film music and gave me the freedom to try playing different
genres.
Since the first day of meeting my Guru, I learnt that being creative in music has been
her pursuit in life. Her concepts of “Vadyalahari”(Ensemble with Nadaswaram, Violin
and Veena), “25 Violins”, Ensemble with 100 instrumentalists to celebrate the dawn of
the Millennium 2000” etc are a testimony to her creativity and urge to innovate. As she
always involves her students in her ventures, it has been greatly inspiring for me to
witness my Guru compose pieces, invent new ragas like Venkatadri, Narayanadri and
so forth. It was this experience that gave me the confidence to compose music and
launch a band of my own “Crossroads”,that plays ethnic music.
A mentor, an inspiration and a person nonpareil. What greater fortune could Music
bestow upon me than my Guru!
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I am very happy to share a few words about my aunt and
guru Vidushi A.Kanyakumari during this momentous occasion
of CMANA's 40th anniversary celebrations.

SRIKANTH MALLAJOSYULA

She has been around in the music field for more than five
decades and CMANA's Sangeetha Saagara award is a
befitting tribute to her venerable gurus and also stands as a
testimony to the many decades of her contribution and
service to the field of Carnatic music. She has excelled in
many a facet of this great art. As a performer, innovator,
composer and guru she is peerless, a visionary and a

trendsetter. She has contributed many musical pieces which I felt while learning and
performing are interwoven with interesting rhythmic patterns and full of melody for the
instrumental music. The rAgAs she has created bring out a different color while sounding unique in their own right. I happened to work with her while she tuned some of her
compositions and the attention to detail and never compromise attitude are some of
the unforgettable experiences.
My mother always recalls their childhood days where my aunt would wake up at 4 AM
to start her sAdhana right from her initial days of learning violin at the age of ten. Any
form of distraction or entertainment was kept at a distance and music was given the
top priority and this discipline has continued ever since. Her strict adherence to the
daily routine of puja, violin practice and food, in this order, is an unbroken streak ever
since I had seen her. Bhakti aspect is intrinsic in her and it ebbs and flows in everything
that she does and I strongly believe that there is an element of divinity in whatever she
takes up. In spite of being such a busy artiste she has always had time to train many
students many of whom are sought after artistes today.

V SANJEEV

She is a legendary violinist and I should only say I am extremely
lucky to have been tutored by her. I came under her tutelage
in the year 1990 and within a span of 4 years, I gave my debut
performance. She is a dedicated teacher and never in so
many years has she showed any reluctance in teaching. She
used to take classes even after 10:00 pm when she returns
home after her performances. When she takes a class she gives
her 100% to it and I take something new with me after a class.
She identified my pluses and made them better. She identified
my minuses and gave me practise exercises to get rid of them.
In my opinion I think she is the only teacher who teaches how

to do a raga alapana. She challenges her students with a lot of manodharma exercises and we have to do them in turns. If you make a mistake you have to wait for your
next turn. I have tried to imbibe her alertness and acumen and apply them in my
performances. Playing a violin duet performance with her is like running on a tight rope
and you definitely destined to make mistakes at leat once. Her playing and style has a
lot of influence on my playing and there are certain aspects where I have my own
taste and try to follow it. She, being a wonderful teacher accepts these differences too
and does not force her ideas on to me.. As a true Guru, she has been a guiding light
and has shown me a path. I am now trying to be a true student by following the path,
explore it in my own perspective to create a unique style for myself.
Last by not the least, My being a good violin vidwan today is because of her.

Vadhya Jyoti in 2011 from Dr. David Reck in CMANA’s 35th Year Celebrations

I was among the earliest students to commence lessons under my aunt and guru. As a
nephew I was fortunate to see her from close quarters and observe her dedication,
hard-work and persistent sAdhana over the years. I am reminded of the late night
hours of beautiful rAgaalapanas which she used to play after returning from kutcheris.
Although I am living in America for many years now the very thought of her intense
sAdhana and approach to music continues to instill in me great inspiration to pursue
this divine art.
I fully support her vision towards expanding the role of violin as a mainstream solo/ensemble instrument and not limiting to only accompaniment. Padmasree last year and
Sangeetha Kalanidhi this year should only reinforce her belief to continue to do greater
things ahead.
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Guru Suba Parmar congratulates Vidushi A KANYAKUMARI on her being
conferred SANGEETHASAAGARA and SANGITA KALANIDI Awards this year
Guru Suba Ramesh Parmar is the artistic director
of Shubanjali School of Performing Arts, a
pioneering non-profit art organization, celebrating its 25th year in 2017. The school’s mission is to
encourage excellence in the practice of
Bharatanatyam in the US and around the world.
Shubanjali’s laurels extend beyond teaching and
its artistic creations have received rave reviews
for its exemplary original dance productions
including ‘Beauty and the Beast’, “Lured by the
Myths”, “Tribute to the Legends”, “Tattva Tapas
Tejas” among many others. Shubanjali has won
the Outstanding Dance School Award four years
in a row, as awarded by the Hindu temple, Bridgewater at its Annual festival and has been the
recipient of first place awards in competitions organized by FIA, UMBC, Zalak and Cleveland
Aradhana.
Guru Suba is the most sought after performer, teacher and choreographer in the USA for Indian
classical and folk dance. She is the disciple of “Kalaimamani” Smt.Indira Rajan and Pandanallur
Srinivasa Pillai . Deeply rooted in the Pandanallur style, she combines intricate nuances of Nritta
(pure dance) and Abhinaya (expression) with natural ease making it understandable to the
mainstream audience. Guru Suba’s greatest forte is her ability to bring out the maximum potential in
spirit and skill from her dance students. Guru Suba is the recipient of many coveted awards including
Tamil Nadu’s ‘Nattiya Tharagai’ (Star of Dance) and the most recent Dr.Balasaraswati Award, for
excellence in dance and the Presidential Scholar's Most Influential Teacher Award for 2015.
Contact: Suba Parmar - 732-423-6516

www.facebook.com/shubanjali

http://www.shubanjali.org/

CMANA acknowledges the Students of Ms.PADMA SRINIVASAN (Geethashrunkala
Program) for having graciously decided to institute an award in the
Great Composers Day in her Memory.

http://geethashrunkala.com/
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